2010 ford escape

Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing
Details. Come in and bid to get crazy deals! Come during the week or early Saturday to sit in,
start up, and inspect the vehicles before you bid. Gates open at 9AM. You can even test drive
this car to your own mechanic for inspection on weekdays Mon-Fri. Its Automatic transmission
and Gas I4 2. Best of all the price you see is the price you pay. No haggling. No back and forth.
No pressure. And this price is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions.
See store for details. Some restrictions apply. This SUV is a superb example of what a tough,
work focused vehicle should be. Exceptional towing, acceleration and torque will help you get
the job done. Low, low mileage coupled with an exacting maintenance program make this
vehicle a rare find. More information about the Ford Escape: The Ford Escape is one of the most
affordable and economical small SUVs, and its car-like ride and handling, along with good
maneuverability, make it a solid choice for urban drivers. The Escape is a Top Safety Pick award
winner from the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety and has received a five-star government
rating in all crash tests. At the same time, the Hybrid model is one of the lowest-priced hybrids
and offers a practical way to go green. Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to
state or imply these products can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or
disease. TEXT Please call us!!! It is a Fixer-Upper: a low-cost car option for those with the ability
to perform mechanical repairs themselves, or have access to others who can help. Our
comprehensive point inspection report lists suggested repairs. This list can be used as a
guideline for you or, at your option, we can perform these repairs for you at a discount. Contact
a Sales Associate for more details - 'This is one of our exclusive Fitzgerald Handyman specials.
Either way you are buying the Escape at a wholesale price. Call us today at for more details.
With over a decade of experience providing customers with awesome deals on great vehicles,
the Team at Georgia Import Auto continues to perform everyday based on the simple, solid, and
sensible fundamentals of selling good vehicles to good people in a respectful and transparent
manner. High resolution pictures and more inventory can be found on our website Personal
Funds prices are listed. Excellent Condition! Financing available. What are you waiting for? Call
now or visit our website: Our finance department is dedicated to finding the best possible rates
and terms for you. Please, write down what you need to bring in so you can take immediate
delivery of the vehicle you selected: Driver license, Two recent pay stubs, References, Phone or
utility bill in customer name , Title for your trade. Thanks for visiting Vehicle information is
based off standard equipment and may vary from vehicle to vehicle. Call or email for complete
vehicle specific information. This offer is not redeemable for cash and may not be combined
with any other discount or offer. Added comfort with contemporary style is the leather interior
to heighten the quality and craftsmanship for the Ford Escape Limited. At the same time, the
Hybrid model is one of the lowest-priced hybrids and offers a practical way to "go green. This
SUV gives you versatility, style and comfort all in one vehicle. You can tell this Ford Escape has
been pampered by the fact that it has less than ,mi and appears with a showroom shine. We
offer financing options that fit every customers needs. CarLink is conveniently located in
Morristown NJ. We have the best selection around with over Pre-Owned vehicles in stock and
ready for delivery to you! We offer some of the lowest financing rates available and we also
have special financing programs for bad credit and no credit. For more pictures and information
about this vehicle, please visit carlinkautos. This Ford Escape comes equipped with these
options: 3. Main St, St. Charles, IL Purchase with confidence since all of Ds' quality vehicles are
thoroughly inspected. We stock and locate custom high-quality cars in all price ranges for our
customers and friends. The exterior was well maintained and is extra clean. The interior was
well maintained and is extra clean. The engine is functioning properly and has no issues. The
transmission shifts very smoothly. This vehicle has no previous collision damage. Thank You
for looking. It is equipped with a 6 Speed Manual transmission. The vehicle is Other with a Other
interior. It is offered As-Is, extended warranty is available. Popular searches. My notifications
My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby.
Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment
Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 11, Manual 7. Cylinders 3 cylinders
1, 4 cylinders 7, 6 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Listings with recent price
drops. Recently added listings. No accidents. Know The Deal. Price Drop. Showing 1 - 18 out of
12, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. Great value for the money! I just recently bought a Ford
Escape with 79k miles and the V6 engine. So far, I am very impressed! I just had some
maintenance done to it to make sure everything is sound; this included transmission flush and
oil change. Everything looked good according to the dealer. I have read a lot of negative
reviews, but I would advise to buy one with some miles. That way, all of flaws would be worked
out. So far, excellent car! Read more. Read less. Sign Up. The Ford Escape is a compact
crossover vehicle sold by Ford since over four generations. Ford released the original model in

for the model year. It was jointly developed and released with Mazda of Japan, who took a lead
in the engineering of the two models and sold their version as the Mazda Tribute. Although the
Escape and Tribute shared the same underpinnings constructed from the Ford CD2 platform
based on Mazda GF underpinnings , the only panels common to the two vehicles were the roof
and floor pressings. Powertrains were supplied by Mazda with respect to the base inline-four
engine , with Ford providing the optional V6. At first, the twinned models were assembled by
Ford in the US for North American consumption, with Mazda in Japan supplying cars for other
markets. This followed a long history of Mazda-derived Fords, starting with the Ford Courier in
the s. Ford also sold the first generation Escape in Europe and China as the Ford Maverick ,
replacing the previous Nissan-sourced model. Then in , for the model year, Ford's luxury
Mercury division released a rebadged version called the Mercury Mariner , sold mainly in North
America. The first iteration Escape remains notable as the first SUV to offer a hybrid drivetrain
option, released in for the model year to North American markets only. For Asia-Pacific markets,
both received respective facelifts in and had production fully transferred to Ford Lio Ho in
Taiwan. Extended production of the Mazda lasted until , with the Ford lingering on until Second
generations of the Ford Escape, Mercury Mariner, and Mazda Tribute were released in for the
model year, but mostly restricted to North America. The North American second generations
were merely reskins of the first, with carry-over mechanicals, but with restyled exterior panels
and a redesigned interior. Unlike the collaborative approach taken with the previous model, this
time the design and engineering was carried out by Ford. A hybrid option was again available.
The Mercury version lasted until late , withdrawn from the market as part of the closure of the
Mercury brand, with Mazda's Tribute ending production in late Ford ended manufacture of the
second series Escape in Ford released a third generation in for the model year, again, limited to
North America. This time, rather than issuing an indigenous, albeit Mazda-derived model, Ford
rebadged the Europe-designed Ford Kuga. Although still manufactured in the US, and fitted with
slightly different powertrains, the third generation Escape is fully aligned with the Kuga as per
the "One Ford" plan of having only one vehicle per segment internationally. The first generation
of Ford Escape was released in for the model year. It was jointly developed with Mazda , in
which Ford owned a controlling interest, and was released simultaneously with the Mazda
Tribute. At the time, larger sport-utility vehicles tended to use pickup truck -based,
body-on-frame designs. Solid rear axles were commonly used on the full-sized truck-based
SUVs and Jeep Cherokee due to their ability to carry heavy loads at the expense of a
comfortable ride and good handling. Ford and Mazda decided to offer a car-like, unibody design
with a fully independent suspension and rack and pinion steering similar to the RAV4 and CR-V
in the Escape. If slipping is detected at the front, more power will be sent to the rear wheels in a
fraction of a second. The Control Trac II system allows for a four-wheel drive vehicle without the
use of a center differential. The entire braking system was built by Continental Teves , including
the ABS and various related suspension components. Only two versions were made, the 2. The
absence of a diesel version did not help sales and the vehicle was temporarily discontinued in
late The Maverick was reintroduced in in certain European markets with the Duratec V6 engine.
The Maverick was assembled in Russia for the Russian market. The Maverick was primarily
designed for on-road use â€” sold with normal road tires, and to be used with front-wheel drive
most of the time. Crash-test results for the Escape have been mixed. All Escapes are equipped
with a passive 'Immobiliser' called SecuriLock. This feature includes an 'RFID' chip embedded in
the key, which the car reads each time the driver inserts the key. If the key doesn't provide a
valid confirmation signal, the vehicle does not run, even if the key is perfectly cut to match the
original. Theft, injury, and collision losses reported to insurance companies for the Escape are
among the lowest in its class. In the United States, all Escapes included standard equipment
such as power windows with an automatic driver's side window, power door locks, anti-lock
braking system ABS , keyless entry, a folding rear-bench seat, inch wheels, and air
conditioning. In addition, an Escape buyer could choose from one of several different trim
levels that were available, which included:. Options include or inch alloy wheels, the 3. XLT â€” :
As the top-of-the-line trim level of the Escape in , and the most popular trim level of the Escape
throughout its entire run â€” , the XLT added the following equipment to the base XLS trim
level: inch alloy wheels, security alarm, cloth seating surfaces, and an enhanced interior. It
added equipment to the standard XLT equipment: the V6 engine, four-speed automatic
transmission, sport interior trim, and inch machined alloy wheels. Options were the same as the
standard XLT trim level. Options were limited, but included a power sunroof. Options included a
powered sunroof, a unique integrated GPS navigational system with hybrid information system,
Sirius Satellite Radio , the seven-speaker premium audio system with amplifier and
rear-mounted subwoofer, leather-trimmed seating surfaces, and a "two-tone" exterior paint
scheme, with silver-painted lower exterior trim and front and rear bumpers. The Escape and

Tribute were updated in February for the model year with a new base engine the 2. Ford also
added advanced airbag and seatbelt safety systems, an intelligent AWD system, and exterior
minor changes, which included a redesigned front bumper. The model year was the first with an
automatic transmission available on the base four-cylinder models. The automatic shifter was
moved from the column to the console on all models equipped with automatic transmissions.
Ford also deleted the recline feature on the rear seats to improve the safety of occupants in the
rear seats in the case of a rear crash. On the inside, changes included a floor-mounted
automatic-transmission shifter, in place of the column shifter, as well as a redesigned center
stack containing audio and climate controls. Climate control is automatic on all models except
the XLS. The Limited model also featured full color-coded bumpers, wheel arches and side
moldings, as well as side mirrors with integrated LED indicators. Rear drum brakes have been
replaced by disc brakes all round. The 3. Both engines had been certified to meet Euro III
emission regulations. A four-speed automatic carried over and was the sole transmission
choice. Two different four-speed automatic transmissions were used, CD4E for 3. In Australia,
the V6 engine was dropped, leaving only the 2. The model range was also simplified, with only a
single specification available. Changes to the body included an all-new front bumper, grille,
headlights and bonnet, featuring an enlarged Ford emblem set upon a three-bar chrome grille.
At the rear, new, slimmer tail lights were featured, which were arranged horizontally, rather than
vertically. In addition, the B-pillar was now painted black, rather than body-colour. Compared
with the previous model, all external bumpers, mirrors, and cladding were painted the same
colour as the body previously, this was only available on the upscale Limited model. Equipment
levels have also improved. Compared to the base model ZC Escape, the ZD included standard
side airbags, automatic climate control, 16" alloy wheels, and mirrors with integrated indicators.
Unlike most other competitors in its class, curtain airbags and electronic stability control were
not available. Chrome trim was completely removed from the grille, replaced with a smaller,
black honeycomb grille as the last Ford Escape. In its final years, it was sold side by side with
its successor, Ford Kuga until the Kuga replaced it in The â€” Mazda Tribute was available as
front- or four-wheel drive and featured a plain-looking but comfortable roomy interior, decent
handling and car-like ride. The Tribute and Escape debuted in , offering front or all wheel drive
and a choice of a transversely mounted 2. The 2. Both the Escape and Tribute were refreshed in
for the model year. The base engine became the Mazda 2. In North American-built models, a
floor-mounted automatic transmission shifter replaced the column shifter. However,
Japanese-built models continued with a column shifter. Mazda decided to halt production after
the model year. Mazda Japan released a limited version, the Mazdaspeed Tribute, in the year
with a 2. However, Mazda Japan decided to end its production in A significantly facelifted
version of the Tribute was released in the second half of for Asia Pacific markets. The updated
Tribute featured a larger, bolder grille, with an enlarged Mazda emblem, as well as restyled front
bumper and headlights. Side mirrors featured integrated indicators. On the inside, changes
included a new floor-mounted automatic-transmission shifter, in place of the old column shifter
Asia-Pacific model only; US-built Tribute gained the floor shifter in The dash was updated with a
brand-new radio and automatic climate control with digital read-out, on certain models.
Mechanically, the rear drum brakes were replaced by disc brakes. Starting from , Mazda stopped
selling and producing Tribute in Japan, and replaced it with the similar-sized CX In , Mazda
Australia also discontinued the Tribute, the absence of the Tribute being filled by the Mazda
CX-7 introduced in the previous year. This arrangement continued until early , when the Tribute
for the Asia-Pacific markets ceased production, being fully replaced by the CX-7 imported from
Japan. Introduced in for the model-year refresh of the Ford Escape in the US, Ford's Mercury
division released a luxury version called the Mercury Mariner. The Mercury includes stylistic
differences, such as a two-tone interior, turn signal repeaters borrowed from the
European-market Ford Maverick the Escape's name in Europe , monotone cladding, and the
signature Mercury "waterfall" front grille. Unlike its counterparts, a manual transmission was
not part of the powertrain lineup. The Mariner was the first Mercury with a four-cylinder since
the Mercury Cougar was dropped in For , the lineup was expanded with the introduction of the
Mariner Hybrid. Sales ended after the model, replaced by a second generation, again a rebadged
Ford Escape. There have also been several undisclosed security modifications made to the
vehicle. It was launched to the U. The Mariner hybrid sold a total of 12, units. Like the Ford
Escape Hybrid, the Mariner Hybrid is a "full" hybrid electric system, meaning the system can
switch automatically between pure electric power, pure gasoline engine power, or a
combination of electric battery and gasoline engine operating together, for maximum
performance and efficiency at all speeds and loads. When braking or decelerating, the Mariner's
hybrid system uses regenerative braking, where the electric drive motor becomes a generator,
converting the vehicle's momentum back to electricity for storage in the batteries. Again, just

like the Escape Hybrid, it gets a respectable average of 34 miles per US gallon 6. While the
Mercury Mariner was also offered as a hybrid, the option was not available on the Mazda
Tribute. Escape hybrid versions can be identified by the "Hybrid" badges located on the front
driver's and passenger's doors as well as near the right tailgate. In addition, the driver's side
window in the cargo area is smaller to accommodate a ventilation slot for the high voltage
battery. There was also a "Special Appearance Package" available as an option on the â€”
Hybrid models. This package replaced the traditional lower cladding of the Escape with a silver
finish. Standard equipment on the Escape Hybrid includes: an eight-way power adjustable
driver's seat , dual-zone automatic air conditioning , cruise control , a six- CD stereo, inch alloy
wheels , power door locks with remote keyless entry , and power windows. Ford built 17,
Escape Hybrids in the second half of , four times as many as it had originally planned. The
Escape Hybrid uses hybrid technology similar to that used in the Toyota Prius. Ford engineers
realized their technology may conflict with patents held by Toyota, which led to a patent-sharing
accord between the companies, licensing Ford's use of some of Toyota's hybrid technology [23]
in exchange for Toyota's use of some of Ford's diesel and direct-injection engine technology.
While Toyota produces its third-generation Prius transmission in-house, Aisin is the only
supplier of hybrid transmissions to other manufacturers. Friction has arisen concerning Aisin's
allocation of limited production capacity and engineering resources to Ford. The Escape Hybrid
is a full hybrid , meaning the system can switch automatically between pure electric power, pure
gasoline engine power, or a combination of electric battery and gasoline engine operating
together, for maximum performance and efficiency at all speeds and loads. When braking or
decelerating, the Escape's hybrid system uses regenerative braking , where the electric drive
motor becomes a generator, converting the vehicle's momentum back to electricity for storage
in the batteries. To obtain these mileage figures, the owners manual states that pure gasoline,
not ethanol blends, must be used. In , Ford showed an Escape that could run on E85 fuel. Unlike
conventional vehicles, hybrids often achieve better figures in the city because they do not
waste power idling and can recover some power when stopping by using regenerative braking
that would be wasted in a conventional vehicle. In April , Ford issued a recall on , Ford Escapes
and Mazda Tributes for model years for Escapes manufactured October 22, through January 23,
for Canada and the northern "salt belt" states in the US. Subframe rust can result in the lower
control arm mount breaking or detaching from the subframe, resulting in a loss of steering
control and the risk of crash. Dealers have installed a crossbrace reinforcement to any vehicle
affected by the recall. Model years were not affected. The Escape still uses the CD2 platform.
The updated Escape received some styling cues from the Explorer , Edge , and Expedition.
Changes include a new grille with larger headlamps in the front fascia, while the sides were
revised with cleaner lines and rounder wheel arches. The interior is also completely redesigned,
including the newest standard Ford family navigation system. The Escape and its Mercury
Mariner sibling were the first vehicles to feature Ford's pull-drift steering mode, an
enhancement made possible by applying software control to the Electric Power Steering EPS
system. It features a revised front and rear fascia, incorporating Ford's three-bar grille styling
theme and restyled LED tail lamps. The optional 3. The "Escape" badge is entirely removed from
the front doors. The Hybrid is also upgraded to use the 2. Other mechanical changes include a
new The braking system for the Hybrid versions has been revised with a vacuum assist unit that
reviewers have said give the brakes a consistent feel over the entire travel of the brake pedal.
However, the brakes, when tested, gave the Escape extremely long stops. This generation also
saw the introduction of the optional "sport appearance package", which includes the upgraded
3. This option was only available on the XLT trim level and only with ingot silver, sterling grey,
steel blue or tuxedo black metallic paints. The Escape underwent some minor aerodynamic
changes for , including a revised front chin spoiler and rear tire spoilers. Along with the addition
of rear tire spoilers is an optional 17" chrome-clad wheel equipped with a new Michelin
"Low-Rolling-Resistance-Tire", slightly increasing ground clearance and improving traction
over the standard 16" wheels and tires. Another new feature is Ford's Easy-Fuel capless fuel
filling system. As of August the Escape was among the four Ford vehicles, along with the
Focus, F-Series and Ranger, to benefit the most from the Cash for Clunkers program, where it
showed a 49 percent increase in sales. In for the model year, the Escape will add three new
features that will be standard on all trims: Ford's MyKey, trailer sway controls and Integrated
Spotter Mirror for better blind spot viewing. Everything else added in the and model years will
be carried over, but the optional orders have been renamed to Rapid Specification Codes s for
XLS, s for XLT, and s for Limited. Active Park Assist will detect an available parallel parking
space and automatically steer the vehicle into the space hands free while the driver controls the
accelerator, gearshift and brakes. The system will visually and audibly instruct the driver to park
the vehicle. Active Park Assist system uses sensors on the front and rear of the vehicle to guide

the vehicle into a parking space. Rear-view camera system â€” uses an exterior camera
embedded in the rear of the vehicle that sends images to a video display in the rearview mirror
or the navigation system screen to help enhance visibility directly behind the vehicle when it is
in reverse. No cosmetic changes were made for the model year. There are no cosmetic or
equipment changes for the model year. Previously unavailable Electronic Stability Control
system became standard on the second generation. In roof strength tests the Escape receives a
"Marginal" rating while hybrid models are rated "Poor". In for the model year, the Tribute was
significantly revamped, like its Ford Escape and Mercury Mariner siblings. Originally set to be
renamed the Mazda CX-5 , the vehicle kept the Tribute name. The changes were significant, but
fell short of a "clean sheet" redesign, as the vehicles remained on the CD2 platform , and kept
the old 2. Visible changes include all new sheet metal and interior. The interior was significantly
upgraded using all new components and higher quality materials, and was generally praised by
automotive journalists. Notable changes to the exterior include higher belt line, and more
pronounced wheel arches. Overall the car was to look larger and more substantial than the
previous model. As a cost-saving measure, the rear brake was reverted to drum brake , with
predictable criticisms. The Tribute received additional major changes to improve performance
for the model year, mostly by way of mechanical upgrades. Most significantly, all new engines
replaced the increasingly outmatched 2. Mazda's new MZR 2. It also sees a 1 mpg improvement.
The Tribute Hybrid was dropped after the model year. Another significant change was the
switch to Ford's new 6F 6-speed automatic , which became standard on all V6 equipped models
and optional on the I4. As well, new front and Others changes included redesigned seats,
daytime running lamps, optional steering mounted audio controls, and other additional features.
The Tribute was discontinued in November at the end of the model year, replaced by the Mazda
CX-5 for For the model year the Mariner was significantly updated with a new look although it
remained on the Ford CD2 platform used by the previous generation. The changes included a
new seats, headlights, taillights, a new liftgate, a higher beltline and new doors and wheels. The
interior was also significantly updated with higher quality materials and more refined features.
The engines remained the same but the 3. Sporting a 2. Also, the existing 3. For the model year,
the Mariner added Ford's MyKey and trailer sway controls as standard on all trim levels. The
Mariner engine has a Flex-Fuel option on all modelsâ€”meaning they can use E85 fuel or regular
unleaded only on the optional V6 engine. Ford has also done away with the Euro-style turn
signal repeaters for this model year. For the model year, the Mariner featured HD Radio as a
standard, but continued with the same features as the models. This version of the Mariner was
its last, as Ford discontinued the Mercury brand due to declining sales. Ford ended production
of the Mariner in October The last one rolled off the assembly line on October 5, The second
generation Ford Escape Hybrid received some minor styling tweaks inside and out. The major
cosmetic changes included new bumpers, grille, headlights and taillights to match Ford's new
edge style. But the drivetrain was essentially the same mechanically but has had extensive
software modifications. However, the added weight was blamed for an adverse effect in
handling. The second generation Escape Hybrid was offered in two levels of specification, an
undesignated base model and the more expensive "Limited" trim. The "Limited" adds: a chrome
front grille, heated front seats, a six-way power driver's seat and full leather upholstery, rear
park assist , ambient lighting, and inch six-spoke alloy wheels. New optional extras are active
park assist and a rear-view camera. From , the gas engine was 2. The U. Department of Energy.
By early Ford discontinued the production of the Escape Hybrid due to the introduction of the
third generation Escape. Two of the new model year Escapes have direct-injected and
turbocharged EcoBoost units of 1. A total of , Escape Hybrids were built since , along with 12,
units of its sibling the Mercury Mariner Hybrid , discontinued in This project was a collaboration
aimed to explore the future of plug-in hybrids and evaluate how the vehicles might interact with
the home and the utility's electrical grid. Some of the vehicles were evaluated "in typical
customer settings", according to Ford. This plug-in version of the Escape Hybrid runs on
gasoline or E85 and is also part of the demonstration fleet Ford developed in a partnership with
Southern California Edison and the Electric Power Research Institute. The vehicle has a display
system that shows the driver how efficient the vehicle is at any given time. If the vehicle uses its
engine and is running in traditional hybrid mode, fuel economy is rated at 88 miles per U. This
technology allows the vehicle operator to program when to recharge the vehicle, for how long
and at what utility rate. The battery systems communicate directly with the electrical grid via
smart meters provided by utility companies through wireless networking. The Ford
demonstration vehicles and Hybrids Plus conversions are similar. The conversion involves the
replacement of the original NiMH battery , located on the floor of the trunk, with a larger
capacity Li-ion battery , in the same location and substantially the same volume as the original
battery. The Electrovaya and Hymotion conversions retain the original battery, and augment its

capacity with a Li-ion battery that occupies a significant portion of the trunk. In all cases, the
conversion also involves the addition of a charger and of a power plug. The third generation
was designed and rebadged by Ford of Europe alongside the largely identical European-market
Ford Kuga. Other markets that previously used the "Escape" nameplate have switched to
"Kuga" under the One Ford program, apart from the Middle East where it still bears the
"Escape" nameplate. The fourth generation Ford Escape made its official debut on April 2, , and
went on sale in the third quarter of as a model. It also serves the next generation Ford Kuga for
countries outside North America. In China, the fourth generation Escape has a slightly restyled
front fascia compared to the North American version, and would be sold alongside the previous
generation, which was sold as the Ford Kuga. There are four new engine-transmission
combinations including a plug-in gas-electric hybrid that can go 37 miles on electricity alone
with an efficiency rating of MPGe, [79] as well as a conventional hybrid and two turbocharged
engines mated to an eight-speed automatic transmission. The base engine, a turbocharged 1. It
is paired with an eight-speed automatic transmission with front-wheel drive or optional all-wheel
drive. An available turbocharged 2. The Escape Hybrid, returning after an extended absence,
and all new plug-in hybrid are powered by a 2. The standard hybrid's battery pack is rated at 1.
Combined horsepower for the standard hybrid is horsepower, while the plug-in has combined
horsepower. Every Escape also comes with these safety features: [83]. On October 17, , this
new generation came to the Mexican market. In China, the fourth generation Ford Escape was
sold alongside its predecessor, which was sold as the Kuga in China. The Chinese market
version features a restyled front fascia with a larger grille, and the blue oval logo being
positioned in the center of the grille. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Sport utility vehicle
manufactured by Ford. Motor vehicle. Main article: Ford Kuga. Ford Escape third generation.
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competition. In general, most of the Escape's hiccups are only minor drawbacks like these. That
said, there are numerous rival compact SUVs that post higher safety and reliability ratings, and
many offer a cushier ride. Our Ford Escape review includes far more than just one person's
opinion. We collected professional evaluations from 40 sources and combined them with
concrete data like fuel economy estimates, safety features, and performance specs to help you
make an informed buying decision. We've been ranking and reviewing the Best Cars since ,
backed by a team with more than 75 years of combined automotive experience. To keep
favoritism out of the picture, we maintain a separate advertising team and decline expensive
gifts and trips from car companies. The Escape tends to cost less to own than most of its rivals.
The Escape is part of the SUV's newer generation, which includes numerous enhancements
over the Escape. Sportier handling, enhanced powertrains, and a renovated interior with richer
materials are a few examples of the Escape's improvements. Keep in mind that you can get
many of the same perks of the model â€” and still save some money â€” by shopping for an
older third-generation Escape. The model is part of the Escape's second generation, produced
from to Even though it's highly likely that you can find a great deal on a second-generation
model, the third-generation Escapes get our vote. Starting with the model year, these Escapes
have a more modern exterior design. They also boast improved handling and are available with
Ford's peppy, fuel-efficient EcoBoost engine. The recalls address a variety of issues, including
potential problems with the parking brake, an aftermarket seat cover, the power steering, the
front wheel bearing, and a possible fuel leak. Before buying a used Escape, it's best to ensure
that any applicable recalls are handled properly. A hosepower four-cylinder engine is standard,
and it comes with either a five-speed manual transmission or a six-speed automatic. The top
two trims are available with a horsepower V6 engine and a six-speed automatic transmission.
The Escape comes with either front-wheel drive or four-wheel drive. The Escape Hybrid , which
we review separately, was built in the top two trim levels. The base XLS comes with power
windows and door locks, manual air conditioning, cruise control, an auxiliary audio jack, and a
single-disc CD player. While this trim covers all the basics, we think it's worth spending a little
extra to get the XLT. Goodies like a leather-wrapped steering wheel and a power-adjustable
driver's seat give its interior a boost. A keyless entry keypad comes standard, as does Ford's
MyKey safety system for young drivers. We recommend looking for one with the upgraded
SYNC infotainment system. For most shoppers, the Escape Limited doesn't present as good a
value as the Escape XLT, but it does dial up the luxury quotient. Standout features include the
SYNC interface, standard leather seats in Charcoal Black, heated front seats, and ambient
lighting. Ford offers a certified pre-owned program for vehicles five years old or less. Each CPO
vehicle must pass a point inspection. Additional benefits like towing and roadside assistance
may be available, so read the Ford warranty page carefully. The Insurance Institute for Highway
Safety gave the Escape the highest rating of Good in the moderate overlap front and side tests,
as well as for its head restraints and seats. It earned the second-lowest score of Marginal for its
roof strength. The Escape has an overall safety rating of five out of five stars from the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration. MyKey was first offered in for the Escape. With various
settings, this system helps young drivers follow safe driving behaviors, like buckling up and
following the speed limit. Other available safety features include a rearview camera, rear parking
sensors, and active parallel park assist. The Toyota RAV4 beats out the Escape in almost every
way, starting with its perfect reliability rating, which bests the Ford's below-average score. The
RAV4 has carlike handling, and is generally smoother than the Escape. It also has more cargo
space â€” both with and without the seats folded down â€” and the available third-row seat

comes in handy when you need to haul around an extra kid or two. It's a toss-up between the
Kia Sportage and the Ford Escape. On the one hand, the Sportage is expected to be much more
reliable. Its seats are comfortable, and the cabin is trimmed with lots of high-quality materials.
On the other hand, the Escape has a much higher safety rating. Rated at horsepower, the
Escape's standard four-cylinder engine is energetic, and it should be powerful enough for most
shoppers. Front-wheel drive comes standard, and four-wheel drive is available. The Escape has
good fuel economy ratings for a compact SUV. When outfitted with the four-cylinder engine and
automatic transmission, the Escape FWD gets 21 mpg in the city and 28 mpg on the highway.
When properly equipped, a Escape has a 3,pound tow rating, which is notable for an SUV this
size. The Escape has two rows of seats and room for five people. Passenger space is plentiful,
but the Escape comes up short on overall comfort. Drawbacks include minimal driver's seat
adjustments in the base model and a lack of sliding rear seats in any trim level. The Escape
comes with a tether anchor for all three rear seats. There are two sets of lower anchors for the
outboard rear seats. The standard stereo in the Escape is a basic system that includes an
auxiliary audio jack and a CD player. Finding a model with the upgraded SYNC infotainment
system is your best option. Its interface is easy to use, the screen has crisp graphics, and it
includes features like voice commands and Bluetooth. Other available options include a
voice-activated navigation system, satellite radio, and dual-zone automatic climate control,
most of which come only in the top-tier Escape Limited. With It isn't as convenient as some
SUVs, though, partly because it lacks sliding rear seats and has a low number of in-cabin
storage cubbies. The Escape is just over Its curb weight is around 3, pounds, depending on the
configuration. Read the full Ford Escape review on U. Supreme Court weighs police power to
conduct warrantless searches. Load Error. Microsoft and partners may be compensated if you
purchase something through recommended links in this article. Found the story interesting?
Like us on Facebook to see similar stories. I'm already a fan, don't show this again. Send MSN
Feedback. How can we improve? Please give an overall site rating:. Privacy Statement. Opens in
a new window Opens an external site Opens an external site in a new window. Completely
redesigned for , the Escape Hybrid was the first hybrid manufactured in America and the first
hybrid SUV. Nervous about how long those hybrid motors and batteries will last? Ford has
regularly upgraded the Escape's hybrid-electric powertrain during its life. The Escape Hybrid
carries over its 2. The dual overhead-cam engine puts out horsepower, with the electric motor
boosting torque as needed. The Escape Hybrid can run solely on battery power with its engine
off up to 25 mph, and in some limited circumstances up to nearly 40 mph. The gasoline engine
always runs at its most fuel-efficient speed, regardless of how fast the car is traveling.
Acceleration is acceptable if not spectacular, though the engine will howl when floored. But
hybrid buyers look for gas mileage, and the Ford Escape Hybrid comes in at 34 mpg city, 31
mpg highway, according to U. EPA ratings. We tested a Escape Hybrid and averaged a
consistent 30 mpg on a route with substantial mph cruising. The all-wheel-drive version of the
Ford Escape Hybrid has a crucial distinction from all its hybrid competitors: Its AWD system
motivates all four wheels mechanically instead of driving the rear wheels with an electric motor,
which can sometimes shut off in certain circumstances. We prefer the reliability of mechanical
AWD as offered on the hybrid Escape. Ground clearance is substantial at 8. Still, Ford's hybrid
SUV is fine on gravel roads and exhibits excellent road-holding considering its height, mostly
due to a suspension revamp two years ago. Its design took it further into butch-SUV territory,
which may not entirely square with today's desires--but it's obviously a Ford, similar to its
larger truck brethren. Inside, seating room is decent for four adults, though the short bottom
cushion of the rear seat makes it better for kids than taller adults. Visibility is good; everyone
sits high up and the windows are deep and upright. Wind noise, however, is a downside. It's
higher than we expected and not as well suppressed as in competing compact SUVs. The
mirrors are noisy at speed, though we like their large size and rearward visibility. Our test
vehicle also suffers a moaning howl right at the 2,rpm mark that makes us crazy, though we've
not experienced that problem on any other Escape Hybrid. Instruments are easy to read in the
Ford Escape Hybrid, with blue-green backlighting. The high-gloss black plastic surfaces on the
dash and doors seem to attract dust like a magnet, though. Ford's Easy-Fuel system eliminates
the gas cap to provide easier refueling. After playing with our test vehicle's optional LED
interior lighting a few times, its choice of several different colors for floor, console, and
cup-holder lighting begin to feel like a gimmick. We also aren't thrilled with the lack of
integration between hybrid operating info on the instrument cluster and the console screen.
One gauge in the cluster shows the battery charging and discharging, but the detailed fuel
consumption data is only on the central console screen. We much prefer the newer Ford Fusion
Hybrid, where both parts are integrated in graphical displays right in front of the driver. For ,
Ford switches to electric air conditioning from an engine-driven compressor, which means the

AC will run whether or not the engine is on-a major feature for buyers in hot and humid states.
The folding rear seat might prove annoying to anyone who has to frequently alternate between
cargo and rear-seat passengers. It requires all three headrests to be removed-but there's no
place to stow them. Once the seat bottom is folded forward and the back flipped down, the load
floor is flat and the Escape Hybrid offers Still, those headrests! Ford's SYNC interface to
infotainment systems is simply better than most others, and they are justifiably proud of it.
Drivers and passengers can pair most Bluetooth mobile phones and connect most MP3 players,
then operate them with voice commands-improving safety significantly by keeping the driver
facing forward with hands on the steering wheel. Other features and options include Sirius
Travel Link, which provides real-time traffic data, weather info, navigation, and even local fuel
prices. For , Ford adds several new features, including the rearview reversing camera
increasingly popular among families with young children. Another is an integrated spotter
mirror that overlays convex mirrors aimed at the Escape Hybrid's blind spots on the top outer
corners of both outside mirrors. The MyKey system electronically limits performance and stereo
volume for designated teen drivers, and Ford's remarkable if spooky Active Park Assist
measures parking spaces and steers the car into them. As a family vehicle, the Ford Escape
Hybrid has to score well on safety, and it does. Dual-stage front airbags and side-curtain
airbags are standard, as are anti-lock brakes, electronic stability control, tire-pressure monitors,
and traction control. The second-generation Ford Escape Hybrid is entering its third year on the
market, and reviews read by TheCarConnection. Edmunds reports that the Ford Escape Hybrid
"is available in two trim levels: base and Limited," with some noticeable cosmetic differences
between the two. In particular, Edmunds references the "inch bright machined aluminum
wheels" and "chrome exterior and interior accents" as the primary elements distinguishing the
Escape Hybrid base and Limited models. Kelley Blue Book reviewers like the overall look,
proclaiming it offers "a sort of rugged and refined style that's appropriate for both downtowns
and campgrounds. The Ford Escape Hybrid also sports the requisite "hybrid" badges that
announce your eco-friendly aspirations to the world. The interior of the Ford Escape Hybrid is
pleasant, if a little outdated. Edmunds asserts that the cabin "provides occupants with a simple
and uncluttered" environment, and "at night, the interior is further enhanced by modern,
ice-blue illumination. Dated or not, ConsumerGuide is pleased to report that "the climate
controls are simple to use," and the "redundant steering-wheel buttons and voice programming
via Ford's Sync system help" make complicated functions more manageable. The Ford Escape
Hybrid is notable for Ford's claim that it is "the most fuel-efficient SUV on the planet," but in
nearly every other performance aspect it is far from world-class. The Ford Escape Hybrid is a
"full hybrid" model, meaning it employs both a gasoline and electric engine two in AWD
versions and is capable of running exclusively on the latter. Edmunds reviewers list the Escape
Hybrid's powerplant as "a 2. Kelley Blue Book reports that, "according to Ford, the system
delivers zero-tomph acceleration equivalent to that of a horsepower V6," but other reviewers
aren't quite so impressed. ConsumerGuide, in particular, claims that "passing response is not
strong, especially above 60 mph. The engines that underpin the Escape Hybrid's powerplant
team up with "a 'gearless' continuously-variable transmission," according to Kelley Blue Book.
Edmunds asserts that the transmission "provides seamless transitions between gas and
electric modes," and TheCarConnection. One of the benefits of a continuously variable
transmission is that it works "to keep the engine in the strongest part of its power band,"
according to ConsumerGuide, but your first time using one can be a bit unsettling, as the
engine noise and pitch stay relatively constant during acceleration. Ford bills the Escape Hybrid
as "the most fuel-efficient SUV on the planet," and while some manufacturers might contest that
claim, the Escape Hybrid's efficiency is nonetheless impressive. Edmunds reports that the
Escape Hybrid "gets 30 mpg in the real world," which nearly matches the EPA estimates of 34
mpg city and 31 mpg on the highway for front-wheel-drive versions. For those in the Snow Belt,
the all-wheel-drive variant of the Escape Hybrid gets 30 mpg in the city and 27 mpg on the
highway. Environmentally conscious buyers will undoubtedly rejoice over the Escape Hybrid's
fuel economy, but those with more of a performance orientation won't be so pleased. Kelley
Blue Book has good things to say about the "new electric power steering system [that] requires
less effort from the driver," but ConsumerGuide complains that "the steering feels overboosted
and numb, especially at low speeds. While the Escape Hybrid is comfortable enough overall, the
latest generation loses points for its subpar materials quality. Inside the Escape Hybrid's ample
passenger cabin are seatbelts for five, and reviews read by TheCarConnection. Edmunds calls
the cabin "roomy, but in terms of comfort and space the Escape is starting to feel its age.
Edmunds takes exception to the seating position, however, contending that "the seating
position is too tall, which gives the driver the feeling of hovering above the controls. The Ford
Escape Hybrid benefits from a slightly larger cargo area compared to last year's model, and

Kelley Blue Book raves about the "greater utility and capability. Inside the passenger
compartment, ConsumerGuide observes that "small-item storage includes several bins,
cubbies, and map pockets in all four doors. Kelley Blue Book laments that the latest Escape
Hybrid "doesn't match the levels of refinement offered by many of its small SUV and hybrid
competitors. Despite the complaints about the build and materials quality, reviewers report that
the cabin is well isolated from wind and road noise. Kelley Blue Book attributes the hushed
interior to "thicker carpeting and laminated glass. The Ford Escape Hybrid builds upon the
structural soundness of the Escape Hybrid by adding a number of new safety features. The Ford
Escape Hybrid is an impressively safe vehicle, earning top marks in nearly all crash-test
categories. Stay tuned to TheCarConnection. You might not be able to see the Escape Hybrid's
new safety features, but every time you start up the Escape Hybrid, you'll bring to life a long list
of electronic safety aids. Kelley Blue Book reviewers observe that, "for , Ford adds a bevy of
new available features," including "an integrated blind spot side view mirror, MyKey
programmable key, Active Park Assist parallel parking aid, [and] a rear view camera. Not that
visibility is much of an issue on the Ford Escape Hybrid-ConsumerGuide reports that "visibility
is very good in all directions. Edmunds says that the Escape Hybrid's MyKey will allow "parents
to specify speed limits and stereo volumes for their teenage drivers. The Ford Escape Hybrid
also gets the expected range of typical safety features, including six airbags and standard
anti-lock brakes on all four wheels. The Ford Escape Hybrid doesn't exactly raise the bar with
regards to features, but it does have enough high-tech goodies to mostly justify its price tag
and keep owners satisfied. Kelley Blue Book reviewers concede that "choosing the Escape
Hybrid over a gas-only model will likely cost you more money up front than you'll end up saving
at the pump," but many consumers will find the civic benefits of driving a hybrid to be worth the
trade-off. Fortunately, the Ford Escape Hybrid offers more than just electric propulsion; as
Edmunds points out, the Escape Hybrid boasts numerous "innovative high-tech features,"
despite being "pricey for its size. Edmunds adds that the Escape Hybrid includes "the Sync
system" and "a leather-wrapped steering wheel with audio controls. The Ford Escape Hybrid
can be optioned with a number of extra features, some of which are virtually unknown at this
price level. First and foremost, Kelley Blue Book is surprised to find an "Active Park Assist
[that] uses sonar and the electric power steering unit to automatically guide the Escape into an
open parallel parking spot," a feature "usually found only on super luxury cars. Ford also
recognizes that some consumers might have second thoughts about turning parking duty over
to a computer, and Cars. Subaru Tesla Toyota Volkswagen Volvo. Research By Category Body
Style. Start a Loan Request Form Today! Used Cars. By Make. Escape Expedition Explorer F
Super Duty F Focus Focus Electric Freestar Freestyle. GT Taurus. New By Year. Used By Year.
Reviews Specs Photos Inventory. Dislikes Interior and wind noise louder than competitors
Hybrid noises not very well concealed Displays of hybrid information not well integrated.
Buying tip Ford consistently makes about 25, hybrid SUVs a year. While most are Escape
Hybrids, the Mercury Mariner Hybrid runs on the very same powertrain, but with a dressier,
sleeker style. There's also the Mazda Tribute Hybrid-again, the same vehicle underneath-though
they are very low volume, and hence can be hard to find. Its fuel efficiency is superb, and the
optional mechanical all-wheel drive sets it apart from any other AWD hybrid crossover. Review
continues below. Used Ford Escape for sale near change location. Continue Reading. The Car
Connection Consumer Review. Rate and Review your car for The Car Connection! Tell us your
own ratings for a vehicle you own. Rate your car on Performance, Safety, Features and more.
April 21, Overall Rating. Was this review helpful to you? Rating breakdown on a scale of 1 to
10? Used Ford Escape 6, cars. All Rights Reserved. Stock photography by izmo, Inc. Read our
Cookie Policy. Reliability indicates how models have performed in the past, providing the basis
for predicting how the vehicles will hold up in the year ahead. These charts provide the most
comprehensive reliability information available to consumers. Based on information received
from our latest subscriber survey, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how used
vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission,
and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. Learn more about car Reliability. The
Reliability score is based on our latest subscriber survey of Ford Escape owners. The owner
comments describe problems respondents experienced with this vehicle. In addition to the AC
being replaced the fan blower also stopped working. The dealership replaced the AC but did not
"notice" the fan not working at lower speeds. Got it repaired. After awhile it went again".
Compressor was replaced". Works know, but they were not able to fix problem since vehicle
was not acting up for them. They said to bring it back when acts up and they will look again.
They said possible blockag". It was a pricey repair. It survived beyond my expectations. It is too
expensive to fix. I found out it is a common problem.. All year long. You either had no blower or
high power". Fan only worked on high speed". Replaced Blower Motor Resistor myself". Design

flaw in the blower fan resister". We have been reluctant to fix due to the fact that this is a
symptom, not the actual fault. Our guess is that there is an issue with the HVAC system that
results in the blower having to work too hard". Broken resistor on fan switch. Second instance
of problem". They had to replace something that regulates this". At times it want blow cold air
for periods of time". Had to be replaced". Replaced condenser. Took two days to get part and
replace. It was repaired, and a short time later I got a recall notice on the same thing". This was
a control sensor of some kind. Once replaced the AC works fine". Settings 1 and 2 no longer
work. No heat comes from the vents. Speeds 3 and 4 still work". Several attempts by the dealer
temporarily solved the problem, but the AC always failed after a week or two. Finally after
service last fall, it seems to have been fixed". We have attempted to fix the problem 5 times now
but at a high cost. The problem still exists after repeated efforts to fix". No leak found, but refill
lasted only months". Repair shop fixed it and added coolant. I have had the refrigerant serviced
twice in the past 2 months. The second time a very slight leak was found behind the glove box.
It was serviced and had a stop leak product entered into the system. Paint fading, chalking,
cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust. After much work and
effort, Ford finally agreed to replace both panels for free". The drain hole area in the tailgate is
rusting as is drivers door foot step". Spoke to Ford Dealer and they said Ford would do nothing
for me. These are areas that have not been in accidents and show no other damage other than
paint peeling. Ford dealer said they would not do anything for me". This was only after fone
year. I had purchased a special northland package because of the harsh weather here in
Minnesota. When i brought it in I was told the rust had to to be perforated. Never buy a Ford
again". The right side wheel well has a large piece of paint that chipped off". We do not normally
drive on gravel roads and keep it reasonably clean. Never had a vehicle rust so quickly". My
guess is the water pools". Rust started in the wheel wheels and the paint popped off around the
wheel openings. Rust starting in lower door edge seems and on tailgate bottom seem". No one
will fix it. I am tired of the rust problems with every Ford I have owned. I'm done! The drivers
seat bolt down points and the structure under the drivers seat are also coated with a layer of
rust. My dealer indicated it was typical and did not recommend investing in body work, aas it
would just recur. Some rust on the both rear wheel wells. Changes in the metal, but no rust yet,
above the rear driver wheel well. We were told by the dealer and by several body shops that this
was due to a design flaw by Ford. A noise deadening material was added to the wheel well area
and it retains water and causes the rusting. Ford will not cover any repairs. We generally but
new and keep our vehicles abou". My neighbor has the same issue with hers. Neither vehicle is
left outside, they are kept in a garage and kept clean". Every Escape I see has the same
problem". One of the service people at Ford told me this has to do with a design defect yet Ford
hasn't recalled the car. When I contacted the company directly they said there is nothing wrong.
Very frustrating". It seems to be a design issue because I see the same thing on many of these
models". I purchased insurance for this but they will nor fix it as "light must be shining through.
The back hatch will not open now". Unexpected since the caris well taken care of". However,
rust has formed near both of the rear wheel wells. This is not covered by warranty. The
dealership quoted a few thousand dollars to fix; I declined and decided to spray the areas with a
rust- protection solution in hopes of preventing further rusting". It was fixed then, but came
back with a vengeance now. It has that everywhere, especially the back fenders, tailgate, and
inside the doors. There is nothing else wrong with the body of interior. It's like brand new inside
and low miles. Note that my wife's Toyota Matrix has no rust showing at all. Also along wheel
wells. Same on our 09 Escape". It's very bad now and the quarter panels need to be repaired.
The tailgate window hinges started rusting about 4 years ago, and need replacing. Not caused
by any dent or scratch. Just bad workmanship". Rust is also forming on the edges of the wheel
wells, this car is parked in a garage at night, rust should not be forming already. Sometimes it
would leak out around the sun roof or the front of the roof around the top of the wind shield". I
did not know of this known issue but one day after heavy rain my entire car was soaked. Cost
Also, seal at bottom of driver's door has torn from wear. Poor design, had gasket replaced when
wiper motor replaced. No cheap fix for rust, sadly. Brought it back and they replaced weather
stripping but it continues to leak to this day. Appears to be apparent around 40 MPH, but the
surface of the road does not have any influence. Not because of bumps in the road". They fixed
it yet the rattle remains". Still sounds like it is ready to break in two pieces". Unable to find
location. It rattles, but it isn't loose. Also, rear driver side window squeals when rolled down. It
began to squeak a couple of years after I bought it. It has always been parked under carport and
serviced regularly. I consulted Ford Service department who told me to apply silicon to
weather-stripping. It has developed a leak when driving through rain. My next vehicle will be an
SUV without this separate window in the tailgate. Not diagnosed". Have tried to repair without
full success. I was driving around a year ago and the window back driver side fell out. No

reason, just fell. What a pice of crap". You have to open 3 windows at certain heights to share
the nose level. Road noise is high. Radio volume needs to be quite loud just to hear". Power or
manual windows, locks and latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors,
seat controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible top. Water is going in". I believe it is an
electrical problem in nature but quite expensive to repair". Very problematic. Fixed by local
mechanic. Eventually it does close. Repairs are too expensive". They gave me the wrong one
and another from Ebay did not work either. My mechanic found one White metal hinges to
tailgate glass completely rotted out and broke free from window". Out of pocket expense was
several hundred dollars for this to be repaired. Dealership knew right away it was nothing I
could do to fix the problem. They must have had other failure". The issue was fixed but
continues to leak". Fixed several time. Still leaked. Leak caused sensors to break. Now hatch
door is rusting". Replaced with new factory units and they are starting to go the same way in
less then 1 year". The dealership fixed it several times only for the issue to reoccur just after the
warranty expired. I must clean the seal every week to keep the leaking to a minimum. The hatch
attachment has rusted. The Ford dealership said this was common - but will not fix the issue on
recall". Second rear window to fail in same manner". Then do it again a couple weeks later". The
Ford dealer initially refused to help as the car was Km out of warranty. Once the unit was
replaced I've had no issues with the emissions control". Now intermittent". Catalytic converter
failure. Failure to pass state vehicle emissions inspection due to the elimination of a standard
gas cap. This was an early model introduced without a gas cap. After diagnosing, error is
related to the fuel recovery system. The engine light for my fuel cap has been on since 25,
miles, but Ford would not cover anything over three years. The dealer said I must have gotten
dirt in my fuel system. The engine light is stil". Does not have a cap. Garage says a pin hole
somewhere in the polution emission and cant find it. Ever so often the light goes out then
comes back on. Not supposed to be serious". Seal is constantly off which causes check engine
light to be on at all times. Indication by code is the EGR system related to the fuel cap. Ford
should fix this if the dealer can't. It fails with some regularity productions an error code. Cause
the car to shut off spontaneously. Was replaced by Ford Dealership at no cost". It was covered
by Ford under a recall. It took the ford dealer multiple attempts to find and fix the problem. It
was bad enough to first stop parking the vehicle in our garage and got to the point we would not
drive the vehicle. The repair had to be made on two occasions. It was not too expensive, but
was an unexpected cost and required a day-in for service. Antilock system ABS , parking brake,
master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear. Occurs
during the last 5 feet of stopping distance. It was a speed sensor on one of the front wheels.
Turn vehicle off and warning light goes away, but comes back sometimes same day, sometimes
after a week. Mechanic cannot isolate the issue. I had not experienced any noticeable difficulty
breaking , noises or other obvious issues. Brakes were original from when vehicle was
purchased new in Would say 7 years for original brakes exceeded expections. The pads were
replaced and the vehicle returned to service. That's why the Escape needed to have them
replaced already and not resurfaced". This year they put professional brakes to see if the wear
and tear is better. Requires pumping possible slow pressure leak. Does Ford use cheap
sub-standard quality steel for rotors? Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine
mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Fixed by turning off and back on. Later came out on
recall notice". Throttle body failure was diagnosed by my private mechanic". This is especially
evident at idle in drive like a a stop. However, the roughness of the engine in perfect tune
remains a deal breaker for any other purchases of an American-made four cylinder. Solved
problem". Repair covered under warranty". This time the Ford dealer replaced these with a new
Ford design for wh". When getting oil changes at Ford they tell me they need to replace plug
with new one. Finally at my latest oil change they said the threads in pan are shot and will have
to put a self tapping plug in and then before next oil change the pan will need replacing. I
believe the pan threads are bad from Ford tightening to hard and or cross threading it because
of the history of them replacing plugs". Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings,
alignment, steering linkage includes rack and pinion , power steering pumps and hoses, leaks ,
wheel balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air suspension. They replaced
other parts also after I had unusual noise. This happens 3 times. I suspect on a 10 year old car
with almost , km that is just normal maintenance". Almost caused me to have an accident at
high speed. Repair costs were more than vehicle is worth. Possibly normal wear". Replaced
front struts. Steering felt loose. Took in for repair. Dealership had to get global service techs to
repair replace steering linkage". My column failed in Power steering turning assist was
overreacting and then stopped completely". This is my second ford vehicle that the bearings
wore out around 80, miles". Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and related systems, regular
battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic ignition, distributor or

rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. I could have been killed but managed to get over to
the breakdown lane". It's so minor that I may not get it fixed. Wires were frayed and against the
frame. There is no problem,". Too expensive to repair. Foe example, raining out and lights will
go from bright to dim and may switch back to bright". I took the vehicle to a service garage. The
dealership always wants the vehicle left there for a day ore two and when I go to Midas it is
repaired in a an hour. Then the battery went completely dead. The serviceman said that the
motor shorted out the whole system and they disconnected the rear wiper. This solved the
short. Part is on order to be installed soon". I've changed the nozzles several times, clenaed out
the system, even cleaned the washer fluid resevoir". Come to find out the rear windshield wiper
was trying to go on and was draining my battery. It was going to be well over dollars for the
motor so I chose to disconnect it". Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer,
transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission.
Problem is still under investigation as to what an d why". Mechanic said it was an "Escape"
problem and nothing can be done". Dealer found no problem. Private mechanic found dirty fluid
and replaced". Seal was inexpensive but the labor to replace was massive. Car has never been
abused. At 55,km this seemed premature. Dealer wanted to replace shocks as well though
handling was still sound". Leaks have been stopped but not sure if there are additional issues.
It was 1moth out of warranty. Ford did a great job, works fine now". Noticed a month ago for
now just keeping eye on it". Bearing race was worn kms. It was covered under the warranty so
no out of pocket expense". I got it started every time and took it in. First l was told it was the oil
pan which they replaced at an additional cost,then the it another oil case they said was
leaking,all in all it cost a lot". Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. I have
replaced the system". New system had to be installed. Not happy with the quality of the speedy
products. Functions work intermittently, despite repeated trips to the dealer". The vehicle was
making a lot of noise". Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering wheel controls, portable
music device interface e. Need to replace". Ford reset it and it is now working fine". It played,
over and over again. Couldn't stop it. I don't use it anymore". Took two months, two batteries
and a generator before it was diagnosed. As a 61 yr old who traded cars way too often over the
years, this was the most frustrating experience I have ever had. Not repaired". Very difficult to
get replaced. Dealer claimed never heard problem. Finally got replaced". Transmission rebuild
or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. Dealer had done all previous
maintenance for vehicle--changed fluids, etc--since new. This vehicle has always been
maintained and kept in excellent condition. This is the last Ford vehicle we will ever own".
Vehicle worked fine until longer driving trips then started skipping gears". The computer
needed to be flashed an update, which they charged me for. Other things were tried, but in the
end, a used transmission was installed". WE had to sue Ford and recently settled after 7 years
of delays by Ford. We had been 20 year faithful users of Ford, will never again buy their
products under any circumstance. We were seriously cheated. I would be glad to voice my rage
against Ford for how we were treated Cruise control, clock, warning lights, body control
module, keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure monitor, interior or exterior lights,
horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start, alarm or security system. Sign In. Become a
Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services
at Unlock Ratings. New Used Ford Escape Change Vehicle. Little had changed with the Ford
Escape since The four-cylinder and V6 engines are noisy. All three versions we tested had an
unsettled ride and notable noise. Interior fit and finish is improved but remains lackluster.
Virtues include interior spaciousness, easy access, and good visibility. Improved braking
performance helps as well. A rear-view camera was made optional for There are 5 recalls on this
vehicle. Learn More. Overall Reliability. Most Common Trouble Spots. Common Trouble Spot.
See all Potential Trouble Spots. View Recalls. Worse Better. Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine
Major. Engine Minor. Engine Cooling. Transmission Major. Transmission Minor. Drive System.
Fuel System. Electric System. Climate System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware. Power
Equipment. In-car Electronics. Show More Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on
information received from our latest subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our reliability
history charts give you a rundown on how through vehicles are holding up in 17 potential
trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the
electrical system. NA indicates that we did not receive a large enough sample size to provide
data for a specific year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year.
What Owners Say. After awhile it went again" Hubert M. They said possible blockag" Jeff S. Our
guess is that there is an issue with the HVAC system that results in the blower having to work
too hard" Jonathon S. At times it want blow cold air for periods of time" Gene T. Speeds 3 and 4
still work" Tina W. Loose exterior trim or moldings "My front exterior quarter panel has pulled
away from the clips that hold it in place" Tamela W. The drain hole area in the tailgate is rusting

as is drivers door foot step" Daniel M. Never had a vehicle rust so quickly" Dennis E. My guess
is the water pools" Audrey N. Rust starting in lower door edge seems and on tailgate bottom
seem" Dorothy G. Neither vehicle is left outside, they are kept in a garage and kept clean" Cathy
J. Very frustrating" Michelle S. The back hatch will not open now" Audrey N. The dealership
quoted a few thousand dollars to fix; I declined and decided to spray the areas with a rustprotection solution in hopes of preventing further rusting" Anonymous, MI Ford Escape XLT 2.
Just bad workmanship" Charles B. Air or water leaks "Water had been trapped in the roof. Not
because of bumps in the road" James C. They fixed it yet the rattle remains" Kimberly C. What a
pice of crap" Anonymous, TX Ford Escape XLS "Design is so poor that at speeds over 35mph,
you can not open moon roof or windows because the noise is deafening. Doors or sliding doors
"Threre is no way to ensure the passenger's door will show etancheity. Repairs are too
expensive" Richard W. The issue was fixed but continues to leak" Audrey N. Now hatch door is
rusting" SUSn K. Replaced with new factory units and they are starting to go the same way in
less then 1 year" Dorothy G. The Ford dealership said this was common - but will not fix the
issue on recall" Audrey N. Then do it again a couple weeks later" Ronald S. Once the unit was
replaced I've had no issues with the emissions control" Greg G. The engine light is stil" William
P. Was replaced by Ford Dealership at no cost" Anonymous, GA Ford Escape "Throttle body
issue that prevented the car from being driven over 15 miles per hour. Accessory belts or
pulleys "Tension pulley froze and caused the serpentine belt to break which caused the engine
to overheat" Lyle M. Later came out on recall notice" J B. This time the Ford dealer replaced
these with a new Ford design for wh" Henry D. I believe the pan threads are bad from Ford
tightening to hard and or cross threading it because of the history of them replacing plugs"
Anonymous, Ford Escape XLT 3. Dealership had to get global service techs to repair replace
steering linkage" Anonymous, VA Ford Escape Limited 2. Alarm or security system excluding
aftermarket systems "alarm goes off without reason" Anthony M. I could have been killed but
managed to get over to the breakdown lane" Richard M. There is no problem," Richard S. It was
going to be well over dollars for the motor so I chose to disconnect it" Cathy J. Mechanic said it
was an "Escape" problem and nothing can be done" Shirley G. First l was told it was the oil pan
which they replaced at an additional cost,then the it another oil case they said was leaking,all in
all it cost a lot" Anonymous, FL Ford Escape XLT 3. Exhaust leaks "the exhaust system is one
piece one bad joint and the systen needs to be repalced" Michael T. Functions work
intermittently, despite repeated trips to the dealer" Don H. The vehicle was making a lot of
noise" Nestor H. Need to replace" Daniel M. Ford reset it and it is now working fine" Kimberly C.
I don't use it anymore" K A. Torque converter "transmission never shifted correctly" Steven M.
Other things were tried, but in the end, a used transmission was installed" Scott G. Also new for
are integrated Read more The Ford Escape offers many of the new safety features that Ford is
offering across its lineup for the model year. Options available include Active Park Assist, with
sensors on the front and rear of the vehicle; Electric Power Assist Steering, to help guide into a
parking space, and SYNC, which delivers up-to-date traffic, directions and information. Also
new for are integrated spotter mirrors, which include a secondary convex spotter in the top
outer corner, aimed at the driver's blind spot. An available rear view camera system uses an
exterior camera embedded in the rear of the vehicle that sends images to a video display in the
rearview mirror or the navigation system screen, if equipped, to help enhance visibility directly
behind the vehicle when it is in reverse. MyKey, a programmable vehicle key exclusive to Ford,
will be available on all trims. It allows parents to program the vehicle so that when a minor is
driving, top speeds are limited to 80 mph, an alarm rings at speeds of 45, 55 or 65 mph, the
audio system goes mute until the safety belt is buckled, and volume can be limited to 44 percent
of maximum volume. It can also activate a persistent Belt-Minder chime and a traction control
system that limits tire spin and cannot be deactivated. Close this Model value: The Ford Escape
is one of the most affordable and economical small SUVs, and its car-like ride and handling,
along with good maneuverability, make it a solid choice for urban drivers. The Escape is a Top
Safety Pick award winner from the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety and has received a
five-star government rating in all crash tests. Read more The Ford Escape is one of the most
affordable and economical small SUVs, and its car-like ride and handling, along with good
maneuverability, make it a solid choice for urban drivers. At the same time, the Hybrid model is
one of the lowest-priced hybrids and offers a practical way to "go green. The base engine is 2.
Also available is a 3. All models, including the Hybrid, offer a choice of front-wheel All models,
including the Hybrid, offer a choice of front-wheel drive or all-wheel drive. A 5-speed manual
transmission is standard with the 4-cylinder engine. A 6-speed automatic transmission is
standard on all V6 engines and available with the 4-cylinder. The Escape Hybrid powertrain
includes a 2. It delivers horsepower at rpm and pounds-feet of torque at rpm. It is coupled with
an electric motor that delivers 94 horsepower at rpm. The powertrain also incorporates

electronic throttle control ETC , which replaces the manual linkage between accelerator and
throttle with a control unit that calculates the optimal throttle position from a number of
sensors. It is available with front wheel drive, 4-wheel drive or as a Limited trim. Standard safety
features include front side-impact airbags, AdvanceTrac with Roll Stability Control, Ford's
Safety Canopy a side curtain air bag technology , SecuriCode keyless entry and a tire pressure
monitoring system. The base XLS comes with a minimal amount of standard comfort features,
to include keyless entry and power doors, mirrors and windows. Numerous options and
packages are available. Major options on the Escape include larger inch wheels, a watt
audiophile sound system, Sirius satellite radio, a DVD-based navigation system,
leather-trimmed power seats, a power moonroof, a roof rack, ambient lighting, steering wheel
audio controls, auxiliary audio input jack and a V AC power outlet Hybrid models only. Limited
and Hybrid Limited trims come equipped with an abundance of luxury and convenience
features. Highlights on the Limited include leather upholstery, upgraded sound system, chrome
trim and bezels inside, fog lamps, and bright machined-aluminum wheels. The Hybrid includes
dual-zone automatic climate control, eco-friendly fabric, fog lamps and unique alloy wheels.
Close this There's a problem loading this menu right now. Would you like to sell products for
this vehicle on Amazon. Learn how. About This Vehicle Model strengths: Smooth ride and
handling; fuel efficiency across the lineup; competitive pricing; hybrid available; an eco-friendly
vehicle inside and out. The Ford Escape offers many of the new safety features that Ford is
offering across its lineup for the model year. Read more. Close this. The Ford Escape is one of
the most affordable and economical small SUVs, and its car-like ride and handling, along with
good maneuverability, make it a solid choice for urban drivers. There's a problem loading this
menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to
top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Skip
to main content. Exterior Accessories. Mirrors Exterior Mirrors Towing Mirrors. Interior
Accessories. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life. The second generation Escape has been around since , though new engines and
transmissions were fitted in to improve performance and fuel economy. The Hybrid is easily the
star of the lineup. Touted as the most fuel-efficient SUV on the market, the Escape Hybrid gets
over 30 mpg both on the highway and around town in front-drive configuration. Escape V-6
models provide ample towing capability to those that need it, and the entire range is available
with the latest crop of Ford's high-tech gadgetry such as the Sync connectivity system. Though
a unibody vehicle, the Escape is nevertheless more of an SUV than a crossover. It offers up
more off-road capability than competing compact crossovers, which goes well with its brawny
styling. Between this capability, which will be appreciated by outdoorsy types and the
compact-car-like fuel economy of the Hybrid to appeal to eco-friendly types and commuters
alike, the Escape is a versatile offering that can suit almost every taste. The Ford Escape
recently received a cosmetic redesign and engine upgrades, so changes for are limited to the
addition of new features. These include integrated spotter mirrors, optional rear-view camera
system, Active Park Assist self-parallel-parking system, and MyKey. The Escape looks
somewhat like an Explorer that's shrunk in the wash. Hybrid models come with body-color
grilles, others with chrome. Limited models get chrome lower fascias. At Limited models come
with leather-trimmed seats. The Escape's 2. Those planning on hauling lots of gear or pulling a
trailer should opt for the horsepower V-6, which can tow up to pounds. The Ford Escape comes
standard with six airbags including side curtain airbags for both rows of seats plus stability and
traction control. Integrated spotter mirrors help the driver see traffic in blind spots. Watch
Originals. Join MotorTrend. Other years: Fair Market Price:? The actual transaction price
depends on many variables from dealer inventory to bargaining skills, so this figure is an
approximation. See All Specs. Ford Escape Expert Review motortrendauthor. All Model Years
Little had changed with the Ford Escape since The four-cylinder and V6 engines are noisy. All
three versions we tested had an unsettled ride and notable noise. Interior fit and finish is
improved but remains lackluster. Virtues include interior spaciousness, easy access, and good
visibility. Improved braking performance helps as well. A rear-view camera was made optional
for In most cases, automotive warranties are based on the vehicle identification number VIN ,
and the warranty will be valid regardless of ownership. The dealership can tell you exactly how

much warranty is left. The Reliability score is based on our latest subscriber survey of Ford
Escape owners. The owner comments describe problems respondents experienced with this
vehicle. In addition to the AC being replaced the fan blower also stopped working. The
dealership replaced the AC but did not "notice" the fan not working at lower speeds. Got it
repaired. After awhile it went again". Compressor was replaced". Works know, but they were not
able to fix problem since vehicle was not acting up for them. They said to bring it back when
acts up and they will look again. They said possible blockag". It was a pricey repair. It survived
beyond my expectations. It is too expensive to fix. I found out it is a common problem.. All year
long. You either had no blower or high power". Fan only worked on high speed". Replaced
Blower Motor Resistor myself". Design flaw in the blower fan resister". We have been reluctant
to fix due to the fact that this is a symptom, not the actual fault. Our guess is that there is an
issue with the HVAC system that results in the blower having to work too hard". Broken resistor
on fan switch. Second instance of problem". They had to replace something that regulates this".
At times it want blow cold air for periods of time". Had to be replaced". Replaced condenser.
Took two days to get part and replace. It was repaired, and a short time later I got a recall notice
on the same thing". This was a control sensor of some kind. Once replaced the AC works fine".
Settings 1 and 2 no longer work. No heat comes from the vents. Speeds 3 and 4 still work".
Several attempts by the dealer temporarily solved the problem, but the AC always failed after a
week or two. Finally after service last fall, it seems to have been fixed". We have attempted to fix
the problem 5 times now but at a high cost. The problem still exists after repeated efforts to fix".
No leak found, but refill lasted only months". Repair shop fixed it and added coolant. I have had
the refrigerant serviced twice in the past 2 months. The second time a very slight leak was
found behind the glove box. It was serviced and had a stop leak product entered into the
system. Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or
moldings, rust. After much work and effort, Ford finally agreed to replace both panels for free".
The drain hole area in the tailgate is rusting as is drivers door foot step". Spoke to Ford Dealer
and they said Ford would do nothing for me. These are areas that have not been in accidents
and show no other damage other than paint peeling. Ford dealer said they would not do
anything for me". This was only after fone year. I had purchased a special northland package
because of the harsh weather here in Minnesota. When i brought it in I was told the rust had to
to be perforated. Never buy a Ford again". The right side wheel well has a large piece of paint
that chipped off". We do not normally drive on gravel roads and keep it reasonably clean. Never
had a vehicle rust so quickly". My guess is the water pools". Rust started in the wheel wheels
and the paint popped off around the wheel openings. Rust starting in lower door edge seems
and on tailgate bottom seem". No one will fix it. I am tired of the rust problems with every Ford I
have owned. I'm done! The drivers seat bolt down points and the structure under the drivers
seat are also coated with a layer of rust. My dealer indicated it was typical and did not
recommend investing in body work, aas it would just recur. Some rust on the both rear wheel
wells. Changes in the metal, but no rust yet, above the rear driver wheel well. We were told by
the dealer and by several body shops that this was due to a design flaw by Ford. A noise
deadening material was added to the wheel well area and it retains water and causes the
rusting. Ford will not cover any repairs. We generally but new and keep our vehicles abou". My
neighbor has the same issue with hers. Neither vehicle is left outside, they are kept in a garage
and kept clean". Every Escape I see has the same problem". One of the service people at Ford
told me this has to do with a design defect yet Ford hasn't recalled the car. When I contacted
the company directly they said there is nothing wrong. Very frustrating". It seems to be a design
issue because I see the same thing on many of these models". I purchased insurance for this
but they will nor fix it as "light must be shining through. The back hatch will not open now".
Unexpected since the caris well taken care of". However, rust has formed near both of the rear
wheel wells. This is not covered by warranty. The dealership quoted a few thousand dollars to
fix; I declined and decided to spray the areas with a rust- protection solution in hopes of
preventing further rusting". It was fixed then, but came back with a vengeance now. It has that
everywhere, especially the back fenders, tailgate, and inside the doors. There is nothing else
wrong with the body of interior. It's like brand new inside and low miles. Note that my wife's
Toyota Matrix has no rust showing at all. Also along wheel wells. Same on our 09 Escape". It's
very bad now and the quarter panels need to be repaired. The tailgate window hinges started
rusting about 4 years ago, and need replacing. Not caused by any dent or scratch. Just bad
workmanship". Rust is also forming on the edges of the wheel wells, this car is parked in a
garage at night, rust should not be forming already. Sometimes it would leak out around the sun
roof or the front of the roof around the top of the wind shield". I did not know of this known
issue but one day after heavy rain my entire car was soaked. Cost Also, seal at bottom of
driver's door has torn from wear. Poor design, had gasket replaced when wiper motor replaced.

No cheap fix for rust, sadly. Brought it back and they replaced weather stripping but it
continues to leak to this day. Appears to be apparent around 40 MPH, but the surface of the
road does not have any influence. Not because of bumps in the road". They fixed it yet the rattle
remains". Still sounds like it is ready to break in two pieces". Unable to find location. It rattles,
but it isn't loose. Also, rear driver side window squeals when rolled down. It began to squeak a
couple of years after I bought it. It has always been parked under carport and serviced regularly.
I consulted Ford Service department who told me to apply silicon to weather-stripping. It has
developed a leak when driving through rain. My next vehicle will be an SUV without this
separate window in the tailgate. Not diagnosed". Have tried to repair without full success. I was
driving around a year ago and the window back driver side fell out. No reason, just fell. What a
pice of crap". You have to open 3 windows at certain heights to share the nose level. Road
noise is high. Radio volume needs to be quite loud just to hear". Power or manual windows,
locks and latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety
belts, sunroof, convertible top. Water is going in". I believe it is an electrical problem in nature
but quite expensive to repair". Very problematic. Fixed by local mechanic. Eventually it does
close. Repairs are too expensive". They gave me the wrong one and another from Ebay did not
work either. My mechanic found one White metal hinges to tailgate glass completely rotted out
and broke free from window". Out of pocket expense was several hundred dollars for this to be
repaired. Dealership knew right away it was nothing I could do to fix the problem. They must
have had other failure". The issue was fixed but continues to leak". Fixed several time. Still
leaked. Leak caused sensors to break. Now hatch door is rusting". Replaced with new factory
units and they are starting to go the same way in less then 1 year". The dealership fixed it
several times only for the issue to reoccur just after the warranty expired. I must clean the seal
every week to keep the leaking to a minimum. The hatch attachment has rusted. The Ford
dealership said this was common - but will not fix the issue on recall". Second rear window to
fail in same manner". Then do it again a couple weeks later". The Ford dealer initially refused to
help as the car was Km out of warranty. Once the unit was replaced I've had no issues with the
emissions control". Now intermittent". Catalytic converter failure. Failure to pass state vehicle
emissions inspection due to the elimination of a standard gas cap. This was an early model
introduced without a gas cap. After diagnosing, error is related to the fuel recovery system. The
engine light for my fuel cap has been on since 25, miles, but Ford would not cover anything
over three years. The dealer said I must have gotten dirt in my fuel system. The engine light is
stil". Does not have a cap. Garage says a pin hole somewhere in the polution emission and cant
find it. Ever so often the light goes out then comes back on. Not supposed to be serious". Seal
is constantly off which causes check engine light to be on at all times. Indication by code is the
EGR system related to the fuel cap. Ford should fix this if the dealer can't. It fails with some
regularity productions an error code. Cause the car to shut off spontaneously. Was replaced by
Ford Dealership at no cost". It was covered by Ford under a recall. It took the ford dealer
multiple attempts to find and fix the problem. It was bad enough to first stop parking the vehicle
in our garage and got to the point we would not drive the vehicle. The repair had to be made on
two occasions. It was not too expensive, but was an unexpected cost and required a day-in for
service. Antilock system ABS , parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or
vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear. Occurs during the last 5 feet of stopping distance. It
was a speed sensor on one of the front wheels. Turn vehicle off and warning light goes away,
but comes back sometimes same day, sometimes after a week. Mechanic cannot isolate the
issue. I had not experienced any noticeable difficulty breaking , noises or other obvious issues.
Brakes were original from when vehicle was purchased new in Would say 7 years for original
brakes exceeded expections. The pads were replaced and the vehicle returned to service. That's
why the Escape needed to have them replaced already and not resurfaced". This year they put
professional brakes to see if the wear and tear is better. Requires pumping possible slow
pressure leak. Does Ford use cheap sub-standard quality steel for rotors? Accessory belts and
pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Fixed by turning off
and back on. Later came out on recall notice". Throttle body failure was diagnosed by my
private mechanic". This is especially evident at idle in drive like a a stop. However, the
roughness of the engine in perfect tune remains a deal breaker for any other purchases of an
American-made four cylinder. Solved problem". Repair covered under warranty". This time the
Ford dealer replaced these with a new Ford design for wh". When getting oil changes at Ford
they tell me they need to replace plug with new one. Finally at my latest oil change they said the
threads in pan are shot and will have to put a self tapping plug in and then before next oil
change the pan will need replacing. I believe the pan threads are bad from Ford tightening to
hard and or cross threading it because of the history of them replacing plugs". Shocks or
struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage includes rack and pinion

, power steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings,
electronic or air suspension. They replaced other parts also after I had unusual noise. This
happens 3 times. I suspect on a 10 year old car with almost , km that is just normal
maintenance". Almost caused me to have an accident at high speed. Repair costs were more
than vehicle is worth. Possibly normal wear". Replaced front struts. Steering felt loose. Took in
for repair. Dealership had to get global service techs to repair replace steering linkage". My
column failed in Power steering turning assist was overreacting and then stopped completely".
This is my second ford vehicle that the bearings wore out around 80, miles". Alternator, starter,
hybrid battery and related systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition
switch, electronic ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. I could have
been killed but managed to get over to the breakdown lane". It's so minor that I may not get it
fixed. Wires were frayed and against the frame. There is no problem,". Too expensive to repair.
Foe example, raining out and lights will go from bright to dim and may switch back to bright". I
took the vehicle to a service garage. The dealership always wants the vehicle left there for a day
ore two and when I go to Midas it is repaired in a an hour. Then the battery went completely
dead. The serviceman said that the motor shorted out the whole system and they disconnected
the rear wiper. This solved the short. Part is on order to be installed soon". I've changed the
nozzles several times, clenaed out the system, even cleaned the washer fluid resevoir". Come to
find out the rear windshield wiper was trying to go on and was draining my battery. It was going
to be well over dollars for the motor so I chose to disconnect it". Gear selector or linkage, leaks,
transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting,
slipping transmission. Problem is still under investigation as to what an d why". Mechanic said
it was an "Escape" problem and nothing can be done". Dealer found no problem. Private
mechanic found dirty fluid and replaced". Seal was inexpensive but the labor to replace was
massive. Car has never been abused. At 55,km this seemed premature. Dealer wanted to replace
shocks as well though handling was still sound". Leaks have been stopped but not sure if there
are additional issues. It was 1moth out of warranty. Ford did a great job, works fine now".
Noticed a month ago for now just keeping eye on it". Bearing race was worn kms. It was
covered under the warranty so no out of pocket expense". I got it started every time and took it
in. First l was told it was the oil pan which they replaced at an additional cost,then the it another
oil case they said was leaking,all in all it cost a lot". Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust
manifold, leaks. I have replaced the system". New system had to be installed. Not happy with
the quality of the speedy products. Functions work intermittently, despite repeated trips to the
dealer". The vehicle was making a lot of noise". Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering
wheel controls, portable music device interface e. Need to replace". Ford reset it and it is now
working fine". It played, over and over again. Couldn't stop it. I don't use it anymore". Took two
months, two batteries and a generator before it was diagnosed. As a 61 yr old who traded cars
way too often over the years, this was the most frustrating experience I have ever had. Not
repaired". Very difficult to get replaced. Dealer claimed never heard problem. Finally got
replaced". Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. Dealer
had done all previous maintenance for vehicle--changed fluids, etc--since new. This vehicle has
always been maintained and kept in excellent condition. This is the last Ford vehicle we will
ever own". Vehicle worked fine until longer driving trips then started skipping gears". The
computer needed to be flashed an update, which they charged me for. Other things were tried,
but in the end, a used transmission was installed". WE had to sue Ford and recently settled
after 7 years of delays by Ford. We had been 20 year faithful users of Ford, will never again buy
their products under any circumstance. We were seriously cheated. I would be glad to voice my
rage against Ford for how we were treated Cruise control, clock, warning lights, body control
module, keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure monitor, interior or exterior lights,
horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start, alarm or security system. When dealer
checked it, they replaced the engine harness". Took it in and even asked if they would check the
spark plugs. Was told plugs were meant to last mile I only had 30, Radiator, cooling fan,
antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. While driving, the engine would shut
down and I had to coast to a stop, turn off vehicle, and then start again Had vehicle towed to
mechanic. Expected worse news but relieved to find out it was water pump. Engine rebuild or
replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt.
Reactivate now to get the information you were looking for! If you feel you have received this
message in error, please view our customer care FAQs or access your account information
here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance?
Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used Ford Escape Change Vehicle. There
are 5 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More. See All. Owner Satisfaction. Crash and Rollover Tests.
Road Test Results. Performance Performance. Acceleration Acceleration Acceleration tests are

conducted on a smooth, flat pavement straightaway at the track. The time in seconds that a
vehicle takes to reach 60 mph from a standstill with the engine idling. Transmission
Transmission Transmission performance is determined by shifting smoothness, response,
shifter action, and clutch actuation for manual transmissions. Fuel Economy Fuel Economy We
perform our own fuel-economy tests, independent of the government's often-quoted EPA
figures and the manufacturers' claims. Using a precise fuel-flow measuring device spliced into
the fuel line, we run two separate circuits to represent city and highway consumption. CR's
Overall Mileage CR's Overall Mileage CR's overall mileage is a composite of measured fuel
usage on a prescribed city course and highway cruising; and CR's mile test trip of mixed
driving, if tested. In recent road tests, we've discontinued the mile trip test. Braking Braking The
braking rating is a composite of wet and dry stopping distances and pedal feel. Braking
distance is from 60 mph, with no wheels locked. Emergency Handling Emergency Handling
Several factors go into the rating, including the avoidance maneuver speed and confidence, as
well as how the vehicle behaves when pushed to its limit. Ride Ride Our expert judgment of how
well the suspension isolates and absorbs road imperfections and how steady it keeps the body
on various road surfaces. Noise Noise Our expert judgment of the vehicle's interior noise level
in everyday driving. Front Seat Comfort Front Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable
the front seat is for drivers of various heights. Rear Seat Comfort Rear Seat Comfort Our
judgment of how comfortable the rear seat is for two passengers to sit across. Emissions
Emissions. Greenhouse Gas Greenhouse Gas The Greenhouse Gas Rating represents the
amount of carbon dioxide the vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the same model year.
This score from the EPA ranges from 1 worst to 10 best. Smog Rating Smog Rating The Smog
Rating represents the amount of health-damaging and smog-forming airborne pollutants the
vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the same model year. Owner Reports. Worse Better.
Reliability History Reliability History The reliability charts are based on responses on hundreds
of thousands of vehicles from our latest Annual Auto Survey. Consumer Reports subscribers
reported on any serious problems they had with their vehicles during the past 12 months that
they considered serious because of cost, failure, safety, or downtime, in any of the trouble
spots included in the table below. The results are presented relative to the average model that
year. Extra weight is given to the more serious areas such as major engine or transmission
problems. Based on this data and further analysis, we predict reliability for the latest year. An X
indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year. Engine Major Engine Major
Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain
or timing belt. Engine Minor Engine Minor Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer,
engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Engine Cooling Engine Cooling Radiator,
cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. Transmission Major
Transmission Major Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement.
Transmission Minor Transmission Minor Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission
computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping
transmission. View all Reliability. Owner Satisfaction Owner Satisfaction To learn about
satisfaction, CR has collected survey data from our annual survey on more than half a million
vehicles. Our subscribers provide great insights into their satisfaction by answering one simple
question: If they had it to do all over again, would they definitely buy or lease the same model?
In addition, respondents also rate their cars in six categories: driving experience, comfort,
value, styling, audio, and climate systems. Driving Experience Driving Experience Includes
acceleration and handling. Comfort Comfort Includes seats, climate control, noise, and ride.
Value Value Did you get what you wanted relative to the price you paid? Styling Styling How it
looks inside and out. View all Owner Satisfaction. Safety Equipment. ABS available, standard
from Side and head protection air bags available, standard from ESC available from , standard
from Drive Wheels. AWD , Front. Coverage varies among versions of this vehicle. Read more
about extended warranties. Body Styles. Transmissions Available. Engines Available. What
Owners Say. After awhile it went again" Hubert M. They said possible blockag" Jeff S. Our
guess is that there is an issue with the HVAC system that results in the blower having to work
too hard" Jonathon S. At times it want blow cold air for periods of time" Gene T. Speeds 3 and 4
still work" Tina W. Loose exterior trim or moldings "My front exterior quarter panel has pulled
away from the clips that hold it in place" Tamela W. The drain hole area in the tailgate is rusting
as is drivers door foot step" Daniel M. Never had a vehicle rust so quickly" Dennis E. My guess
is the water pools" Audrey N. Rust starting in lower door edge seems and on tailgate bottom
seem" Dorothy G. Neither vehicle is left outside, they are kept in a garage and kept clean" Cathy
J. Very frustrating" Michelle S. The back hatch will not open now" Audrey N. The dealership
quoted a few thousand dollars to fix; I declined and decided to spray the areas with a rustprotection solution in hopes of preventing further rusting" Anonymous, MI Ford Escape XLT 2.

Just bad workmanship" Charles B. Air or water leaks "Water had been trapped in the roof. Not
because of bumps in the road" James C. They fixed it yet the rattle remains" Kimberly C. What a
pice of crap" Anonymous, TX Ford Escape XLS "Design is so poor that at speeds over 35mph,
you can not open moon roof or windows because the noise is deafening. Doors or sliding doors
"Threre is no way to ensure the passenger's door will show etancheity. Repairs are too
expensive" Richard W. The issue was fixed but continues to leak" Audrey N. Now hatch door is
rusting" SUSn K. Replaced with new factory units and they are starting to go the same way in
less then 1 year" Dorothy G. The Ford dealership said this was common - but will not fix the
issue on recall" Audrey N. Then do it again a couple weeks later" Ronald S. Once the unit was
replaced I've had no issues with the emissions control" Greg G. The engine light is stil" William
P. Was replaced by Ford Dealership at no cost" Anonymous, GA Ford Escape "Throttle body
issue that prevented the car from being driven over 15 miles per hour. Accessory belts or
pulleys "Tension pulley froze and caused the serpentine belt to break which caused the engine
to overheat" Lyle M. Later came out on recall notice" J B. This time the Ford dealer replaced
these with a new Ford design for wh" Henry D. I believe the pan threads are bad from Ford
tightening to hard and or cross threading it because of the history of them replacing plugs"
Anonymous, Ford Escape XLT 3. Dealership had to get global service techs to repair replace
steering linkage" Anonymous, VA Ford Escape Limited 2. Alarm or security system excluding
aftermarket systems "alarm goes off without reason" Anthony M. I could have been killed but
managed to get over to the breakdown lane" Richard M. There is no problem," Richard S. It was
going to be well over dollars for the motor so I chose to disconnect it" Cathy J. Mechanic said it
was an "Escape" problem and nothing can be done" Shirley G. First l was told it was the oil pan
wh
porsche 911 dme relay location
1994 acura integra wiring diagram
1996 saturn sl
ich they replaced at an additional cost,then the it another oil case they said was leaking,all in all
it cost a lot" Anonymous, FL Ford Escape XLT 3. Exhaust leaks "the exhaust system is one
piece one bad joint and the systen needs to be repalced" Michael T. Functions work
intermittently, despite repeated trips to the dealer" Don H. The vehicle was making a lot of
noise" Nestor H. Need to replace" Daniel M. Ford reset it and it is now working fine" Kimberly C.
I don't use it anymore" K A. Torque converter "transmission never shifted correctly" Steven M.
Other things were tried, but in the end, a used transmission was installed" Scott G. Battery not
hybrid or electric "3 year battery needed replacing" Lyle M. Overheating "warranty fix to prevent
overheating possibility. See All Trouble Spots. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local Inventory?
Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift.
You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews.

